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1. Introduction
This report describes our project activities between September 1991 and October
1992. Our activities included stabilizing the software system STAR, porting STAR
to IDL/widgets (improved user interface), targeting new visualization techniques
for multi-dimensional data visualization (emphasizing 3-d visualization), and
exploring leading-edge 3-d interface devices.
During the past project year we emphasized high-end visualization techniques, by
exploring new tools offered by state-of-the-art visualization software (such as
AVS 3 and IDL4/widgets), by experimenting with tools still under research at the
Department of Computer Science (e.g. use of glyphs for multidimensional data
visualization), and by researching current 3-d input/output devices as they could be
used to explore 3-d astrophysical data (as explained in section 2.1). As always, any
project activity is driven by the need to interpret astrophysical data more effectivly.
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2. High-End Visualization Techniques for Astrophysical Data
Prof. John Bally joined CASA 5 in January of 1992. Collaboration with John BaUy
gave us an opportunity to present new visualization techniques as recently devel-
oped (or still under development) by the computer graphics community. His re-
search involves scientific interpretation of data cubes as described in section 2.1;
he is familiar with the representation of spatial-spectral data (data containing spa-
tial as well as spectral dimensions) and was interested in the development of tools
to interact with his data. In order to present the scientist with expressive and effec-
tive visual representations, we studied the nature of his data as well as his scientific
interpretation intents.
p
The role of data visualization is to stimulate mental processes different from quan-
titative data analysis. Visual data analysis offers an overview of data characteristics
through browsing, often leading to an intuitive understanding of data characteris-
tics and their relationships by sacrificing accuracy in interpreting the data values.
Because the human visual system emphasizes spatial relationships, up to three data
characteristics can be represented in a natural, intuitive way in form of spatial di-
mensions. Data visualization is an indirect way of interpreting data: instead of
being interpreted from their natural, usually quantitative characteristics, data are
first encoded into a pictorial representation. The encoding process bears the danger
of creating artifacts and therefore missing the correct interpretation: e.g. abrupt
color changes may mislead by pointing to discohtinuities in a data set or subjective
assessments of patterns may lead to misinterpretations.
A visual representation of data values should take into account the data characteris-
tics as well as the interpretation intent, as suggested by (Mackinlay, 1986;
Wehrend and Lewis, 1990; Robertson, 1990). De Ferrari (1991) adds the influence
of other visualization specifications, such as user imposed restrictions, besides the
interpretation intent.
In the case of visualizing the astrophysical data cubes, we used a simple mapping
model as shown in Figure 1 to map numbers into pictures and map the pictures into
a valid scientific interpretation (Domik, 1991).
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Figure 1: Going from numbers to pictures to a valid scientific interpretation of the
numbers.
2.1 Data Characteristics
Data is collected by a 7 m telescope dish owned by ATI" Bell Labs in New Jersey.
It operates at a frequency between 20 to 40 Ghz, corresponding to a wavelength of
1.3 cm to .7 cm. The collected data is in form of 2-d image tiles for each measured
frequency. Processing of the collected raw data values from the heterodyne receiv-
er results in even gridded data values def'med in three dimensions (spatial, spatial,
frequency). The data values correspond to a count of carbon monoxide molecules
at that specific spatial location and frequency. Data values range between -32000
and +32000.
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2.2 Interpretation Intent
Carbon monoxide is used to trace molecular clouds. It is important to understand
changes of the molecular cloud in space as well as in frequency. Therefore,
scientific tasks in interpreting data values are: observe, if the cloud is expanding;
look for indications that the cloud is collapsing; in what direction is it moving;
identify dense matter at each stage of frequency.
2.3 Encoding numbers into pictures
It is important to express essential data characteristics in the resulting visual repre-
sentations. In the case of the astrophysical data cubes, such essential characteristics
are spatial location as well as frequency and the data value itself. Leaving both spa-
tial dimensions in their natural form and mapping frequency into a third spatial di-
mension created an even gridded cube with the data values expressed as voxels.
This geometric representation will be referred to as "data cube" throughout this
paper.
However, the various slices of spatial data values could also collapse into one sin-
gle slice, where spatial dimensions are represented in their natural form, but vari-
ous data values along one frequency dimension appear clustered together. This
geometric representation will be called "collapsed slices".
It is also important to represent the data is an effective way, so that the decoding
process from pictures to scientific interpretation is quick and accurate. The follow-
ing visual representations were chosen and discussed with John Bally:
a) Iso surfaces:
Data values of a certain threshold were connected to create iso surfaces. This is a
well "known rendering technique of the data cube representation. In this representa-
tion, the overall shape of the data can be observed as well as isolated volumes (see
Figure 2). Understanding the overall distribution of the carbon monoxide in the
given spatial-spectral dimensions is important in order to understand the detailed
quantitative information. The iso surface representation can be enhanced by adding
individual slices through the data cube (see Figure 3) or by using several transpar-
ent iso surfaces (see Figure 4).
l_) Translucent reoresentation:
Rays penetrate the data cube from a chosen point-of-view and accumulate values
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of opacity assigned to the data values. This representation inflicts a translucent
characteristics on the molecular clouds, very much like the visual form of real
clouds. It allows to look into the cloud as opposed to observe the surface only.
Because the scientist felt a natural understanding of this representation, it was fa-
vored as compared to any other representation.
Figure 5 shows a translucent rendering of the cube by looking at the data from the
side: one spatial dimension increases to the right, the frequency increases from bot-
tom up. The rapid changes of the data values in the mid-frequencies show special
characteristics of carbon monoxide at these frequencies. Figure 6 shows the same
data cube using the same representation looking from top down onto the cu_oe.
c) Data slicer:
To monitor the change of one data value in relation to its neighbor values, a data
slicer was used. Even though adata slicer can only monitor the neighbors sur-
rounding a certain data value inside a plane, flexibility in placing the slices inside
the cube can monitor various changes. Figure 7 shows four slices cutting through
the cube parallel to the x/y plane, enhancing the uriderstanding of the movement of
the cloud through frequency. Figure 8 shows three orthogonal slices through the
data, intersecting in the center of the cube
d) Collaosed data slices:
To collapse all (or a subset of) data slices along the frequency dimension into one
single two dimensional image, one must be careful to maintain all information of
all three dimensions. By using principles of Gestalt theory (Gordon, 1989), all data
values along one frequency dimension are mapped into one complex "glyph" or
"icon". In order to be seen as belonging to the same Gestalt, the set of data values
along one frequency dimension is mapped into one figure that can be distinguished
from its neighbors. The difference of one figure from its neighbor relates to the
spectral characteristics of carbon monoxide and can be interpreted accordingly.
The resulting image can also be seen as one entity, therefore allowing interpreta-
tion of the overall distribution and change of carbon monoxide in the data cube.
Visual representations of collapsed data slices leave it up to the human visual sys-
tem to decide if the focus is on large-scale or small-scale structures.
Figure 9 shows a representation using color to indicate the various carbon monox-
ide counts of nine consecutive slices of a subset of the original data values; the spa-
tial location inside each red square is used to indicate the various spectral respons-
es. Figure 10 encodes five slices into five characteristics of a cube: width, height,
depth, color and view point.
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Figure 2: Isosurface of data
Figure 3: Isosurface with plane through data cube
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viewing from top
X
Figure 4: Two transparen isosurfaces of the same data
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Figure 5: Translucency
X
_' viewing from side
dark blue: low molecule count
cyan: medium molecule count
green: high molecule count
yellow: highest molecule count
Figure 6: Translucency
viewing from top
X
dark blue: low molecule count
cyan: medium molecule count
green: high molecule count
yellow: highest molecule ceunt
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Figure 7: P..ala__if_ (viewing four slices parallel to x/y plane)
Figure 8: _ (viewing three slices orthogonal to each other)
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Figure 9: Nine slices of a subset of the data cube (20 x 20 x 9 voxels) are
visually correlated. Each red square contains 9 colored slices relating (from
right to left) to the spectral responses at that spatial location. Low values
are blue and cyan, medium values are green and yellow, and higher values
are red and magenta.
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Figure 10: Five slices of a subset of the data cube (20 x 20 x 5voxels) are encoded
into five characteristics of a cube: width, height, depth, color and point-of-view.
Data of the first three slices was scaled down to a range beween 0 and 20 to
indicate width, height and depth. The fourth slice is mapped into a range between
0 and 255 to show color; the last slice contains a range of values between 0 and
360 and indicates the point-of-view. It is interesting to observe an animated
version of this representation by visually correlating each five consecutive slices
in the data set of 100 slices: growth and rotation relate to changes in the spectral
response from slice to slice.
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3. Make new visualization tools available to astrophysicists
Many of the tools described in section 2 where available through AVS. AVS is not
available at CASA due to its cost, but was made available by the Department of
Computer Science for a feasibility study for astrophysical data cubes. Other visu-
alization tools shown in section 2 are part of IDL/widgets, a software package that
is available at CASA, however, needs modification to make the tool useful for
astrophysical data analysis (e.g. connection to FITS reading programs, data analy-
sis combined with visualization etc.). Before the summer of 1992, Prof. J. BaUy
and Prof. G. Domik identified a list of visualization tools which were devel-
oped/expanded over the summer by Paul Pinkney, a graduate student at the
Department of Computer Science.
The additional modules included qualitative as well as quantitative data analysis
tools:
• a data slicer capable of slicing 3-d data by an arbitrary plane as seen in Figure
11 (note the arbitrary position of the slice inside the data volume as compared
to Figure 7 and 8);
• an isosurface viewer to view a selected plane (represented by a grid) and isos-
urface in a combined mode (therefore enhancing spatial positioning on the
isosurface) as seen in Figure 12;
• an enhanced extraction tool for subcubes;
• an integration tool for isosurfaces, summing up values inside each individual
object defined by an isosurface as seen in Figure 7 and 8 in the appendix.
The appendix contains a user's guide to the new visualization tools, including
examples.
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Figure 11: Arbitrary slice inside volume
13
Figure 12: Grid plane and isosurface
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4. Leading-edge three-dimensional user interfaces
With the exploration of volumetric data, the problem of how to interact with 3-di-
mensional data on a 2-d screen became more obvious. Both input devices (e.g.
mouse) and output devices (e.g. current 8-bit color workstation displays) as
currently available at reasonable prices are limiting the scientist.
An example might illustrate the problem in a better way: A scientist looks at an
isosurface display of an astrophysical data cube, as pictured in Figure 2. By
rotating the cube and its content, the 2-d screen clearly conveys the effect of a 3-d
object. In order to analyze part of the cube in more detail, the scientist wishes to
extract a subcube. At this moment several problems hamper the interaction:
• In order to "reach into" the cube (spatial positioning), the rotating movement
has to be stopped. This results in collapsing the 3-d information into a static 2-
d perspective projection. An output device such as a stereo-screen coupled
with stereo glasses or a virtual environment would solve this problem.
• A mouse is moved over a 2-d surface to simulate 3-d movement in various
ways: e.g. any 2-d coordinate plane in 3-d space can be selected consecutively
to reach any spatial position in 3-d space. While 3-d spatial feedback is al-
ready poor on the 2-d screen, the separate movement is also very un-intuitive
to a natural gesture of grasping an object.
There is a lack of 3-d input as well as output devices that are effective as well as
cheap. Furthermore, we need devices that are similarly standardized as the track-
ball or a mouse currently are, to get such devices widely distributed in the scientif-
ic community.
Salim Alam, a graduate student at the Department of Computer Science, performed
a summer study on the availability, effectiveness and costs of such devices.
Salim's report is included with this document. We are hoping for Salim to design
over the next years a low-cost 3-d interaction device (consisting of hard-and soft-
ware) that is highly effective for scientific 3-d data interpretation. All future efforts
on this topic need to be funded independently to this NASA grant.
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5. Dissemination of sponsored activities
Publications during current project phase:
Domik, G., 1992, A Case Study in Astrophysical Data Visualization, Technical re-
port CU-CS-622-92, University of Colorado, Department of Computer Science,
Boulder, CO. 80309-0430.
Domik, G. O. and Mickus-Miceli, K.D. 1992, Design and Development of a Data
Visualization System in a Workstation Environment, J. Microcomputer Applica-
tions, Vol. 15, pp. 81-88.
Domik, G.O. and Mickus-Miceli, K.D., 1992, Software Design and Development
in a Scientific Environment: Lessons Learned During the Development of STAR,
an Astrophysical Analysis and Visualization Package, Astronomical Society of the
Pacific Conference Series, Volume 25, Astronomical Data Analysis Software and
Systems I, ed. by D.M. Worrall, Ch. Biemesderfer, and J. Barnes; pp. 95-99.
Domik, G., 1992, Designing User-Centered Interfaces for Astrophysical Software,
Workshop Proceedings on "User Interfaces for Astrophysical Software", April 14-
15, 1992, Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD, sponsored by NASA
Headquarters, Astrophysics Division Workshop.
Domik, G., (to appear in proceedings of conference), Visualization of Multi-
Dimensional Arrays in Astronomy, Conference on "Astronomy from Large
Databases II", Haguenau, France, September 14-16, 1992.
Participation at other conferences and workshops by G. Domik during this
project phase:
1. Visualization '91, San Diego, October 22-25, 1991
2. Visualization '92 Boston, October 19-23, 1992
3. Going from the pictures to the numbers, a workshop sponsored by the Commu-
nications and Information Division Systems of NASA.
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1. Introduction
The Interactive Data Language (IDL) developed by Research Systems, Inc. is a powerful tool for
displaying scientific data in a variety of formats. As a part of this software package, the IDL slicer
was developed. Using the slicer, a user can view three-dimensional data using a subset of the IDL
graphical rendering routines with the benefits of a Graphical User Interface (GUI). Some of the
data analysis tools include those to render isosurfaces, data blocks, and orthogonal data slices.
In addition to IDL's data slicer, a series of IDL routines was developed to handle astrophysical
data stored in the Flexible Image Transport System (FITS) format. These routines include those
that allow the user to view FITS data in the IDL slicer, filter FITS data, and quantify structures
within FITS data. All of these IDL routines will be described in detail in the following sections.
2. Getting Started
To use the IDL extensions, the user must first enter the IDL software package. For information on
obtaining or using IDL, see your systems manager.
To enter IDL, simply enter idl in the login shell, at which time the user should see something like
the following.
IDL. Version 2.2.2
Copyright 1989-1992, Research Systems, Inc.
All fights reserved. Unauthorized reproduction prohibited.
IDL>
As a convention throughout this document, words in a bold character format will represent user
entries.
3. Viewing Data Stored in FITS Format
Many FITS data sets are available as a series of two-dimensional data slabs. To produce a three-
dimensional volume of data which may be used in the IDL slicer, they must be loaded sequen-
tially and put into a single three-dimensional array. The slicer can then render isosurfaces, slices,
or data blocks within this data volume. To read in this type of FITS data set and enter the IDL
slicer, the routinefitsslicer was developed. This routine allows the user to select which FITS data
set is to be used in the extended IDL slicer.
3.1. Command Line Interface
fits_slicer, data_set, start, finish, x = [x 1, x2], Y = [Yl, Y2]
Positional Arguments
data set
start
finish
Name of FITS data set; character string
Extension of first F1TS data file to be read; integer
Extension of last FITS data file to be read; integer
OptionalKeyword Arguments
X
Y
Computational window for data in first dimension, integer vector
Computational window for data in second dimension, integer vector
This routine reads FITS data into a single three-dimensional array. The first argument, data_set, is
a character string that defines which data set is to be read. If this data set is not in the user's cur-
rent working directory, either a relative or absolute path to the data set must be given. For exam-
ple, if the data set 12co resides in the directory/images/L1551, then data_set must be (/images/
L1551/12co'.
The arguments start andfinish are the first and last extensions of the two-dimensional slabs of
F1TS data to be read. Continuing with the above example, if the files 12co.1, 12co.2, ..., 12co:25
are in the directory  images L1551, and the user wished to read the entire sequence of files, then
start andfinish would be 1 and 25, respectively. The two-dimensional slabs of data would be
placed sequentially in a three-dimensional array as shown in Figure 1. For many data sets stored
in FITS format, the x- and y-axes are spatial dimensions, but the z-axis, in general, will not be a
spatial dimension. Instead, it may imply a direction of increasing velocity, for example.
Z
data in 12cog25
data in 12co.1
X
Figure 1. Organization of FITS Slabs in Data Volume
Optionally, a subset of the horizontal domain may be viewed with the slicer instead of the full
domain. Specifying a windowed domain is done through the use of the keyword arguments x and
y. These arguments are IDL vectors which define the domain window in horizontal computational
space; that is, they specify beginning and ending indices in the first and second dimensions. For
example, consider a data set in which the two-dimensional slabs of data are 200 by 400. If a 100
by 100 portion at the center of the data set was to be viewed with the slicer, then the user could
enter [50, 150] for x and [150, 250] for y.
Completing this example, the full command entered at the IDL prompt would be
IDL> fitsslicer, '/images/L1551/12co', 1, 25, x = [50, 150], y = [150, 250]
3.2.Graphical User Interface
The original IDL slicer is described in IDL Basics by Research Systems, Inc. This slicer was mod-
ified for both the general user and for those who analyze FITS data. These enhancements are dis-
cussed in the following sections.
3.2.1. Rendering Data Slices
The original slicer was limited to displaying orthogonal data slices, that is, cross sections that
were perpendicular to one of the coordinate axes. A new interface was developed to allow arbi-
trary rectangular slices to be rendered.
The cross sections of data that may be viewed with the extended slicer are based on a rotational
axis. This axis is a single line within the slice to be displayed. Instead of the entire slice being per:
pendicular to a coordinate axis, the rotational axis is parallel to an axis. Three parameters for a
slice of data may be specified:
• The orientation of the rotational axis
• The position of the rotational axis
• The angle of the slice about the rotational axis
Finally, a button is pressed to signal the program to display the slice. The entire interface is
explained in the following sections.
3.2.1.1. Orientation
The orientation of the rotational axis is specified by pressing the right mouse button until the
desired orientation appears on the interface. The three possible orientations are illustrated in Fig-
ure 2, the rotational axis being in the center of the plane that identifies the orientation.
(a) Co) (c)
Figure 2. Extended Slicer Interface Orientations
Figures 2(a), (b), and (c) represent the rotational axis being parallel to the x-, y-, an z-axis, respec-
tively. In the actual interface, the orientation plane is gridded, but these grid divisions are not rep-
resented to simplify the diagrams.
3.2.1.2. Position
The positionof therotationalaxismay be moved anywhere withinthe domain of the othertwo
coordinates.For example, iftheuserchooses tohave therotationalaxisparalleltothe x-axis,it
may thcn be given any (y,z)locationwithinthedomain of the three-dimensionalvolume. Figure
3 shows how therotationalaxismay be positionedwithinthe datavolume.
Figure 3. Selecting a Data Slice Angle Using the Extended Slicer Inu_face
3.2.1.3. Angle
The last parameter that may be specified when selecting a slice is an angle. This angle is that of
the data slice rotated around the rotational axis. Figure 4 shows how this angle is specified.
Figure 4. Selecting a Data Slice Angle Using the Extended Slicer Interface
As is done when selecting the rotational axis position, the user clicks in the foward-facing plane
that is perpendicular to the rotational axis, but in this case, with the middle mouse button. The
wireframe plane that represents the selected slice of data may then be rotated around the rotational
axis. Once the desired angle is chosen, the mouse button is released.
3.2.1.4. Rendering the Slice
The orientation, position, and angle parameters have been specified to the user's liking, the button
labelled Render Slice is then pressed to render the data slice. The slice will then be rendered as a
shaded cross section in the large graphical window.
3.2.2.Saving Data Slices
Once a data slice is rendered, it may be saved to a file as a two-dimensional FITS data slab. Sav-
ing the slice is done by using the interface shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Interface for Saving Data Slices
Using the IDL text bar, enter the name of the file in which the data is to be saved. The defaults file
name is slicer.fits. Once the file name is entered, press the button labelled Save Slice.
3.2.3. Rendering Isosurfaces
By selecting lsosurface on the main slicer interface, the user may view isosurfaces within the data
volume. The interface that allows the user to enter the isosurface value is shown in Figure 6. Note
that this interface differs from that in the original IDL slicer.
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Figure 6. Interface for Rendering Isosurfaces
Again, a text bar is used. A value between the displayed mintmum and maximum values may be
entered. The user also may select whether the isosurface is to enclose values higher or lower than
the threshold. If the isosurface is to enclose values lower than the threshold, press the button
labelled High Side; otherwise, press the button labelled Low Side. Finally, pressing Render lsosur-
face displays the isosurface in the large graphical window.
3.3. Related Routines
The routine tits_slicer uses two other routines that may be of interest. The first routine is that
which reads in the sequence of FITS slabs. Second, &e extended IDL slicer is the GUI that allows
the user to render the data volume in various formats. The following sections describe these rou-
tines.
3.3.1.Reading FITS Data
The function read_seq reads in a sequence of FITS data slabs and puts them into a common three-
dimensional volume.
volume = read_seq (dataset, start, finish)
Arguments
data set
m
start
finish
Name of data set; character string
Extension of first FITS data file to be read; integer
Extension of last FITS data file to be read; integer
The arguments for this routine are the same as dataset, start, and finish for./itsslicer. The data
slabs are placed in the three-dimensional array in the manner illustrated in Figure 1. The resulting
data volume is returned in volume.
3.3.2. Rendering Data
The procedure arbslicer is an extension of the original IDL slicer.
arb_slicer, volume
Arguments
volume Volume to be used in the slicer; three-dimensional array
If the user has a three-dimensional volume of data in volume, it may be fed directly to the
extended IDL slicer using this interface.
4. Filtering FITS Data
To filter values out of a sequence of FITS data slabs, use the routine fits.filter. This routine loads a
sequence of two-dimensional FITS slabs into a single three-dimensional data array in the same
manner as fits_slicer. Data values either above or below a given threshold are filtered out of the
data volume and written to disk as a three-dimensional FITS data array.
4.1. Interface
fits_jilter, dataset, start, finish, thres, newjile, high = high, low = low
Positional Arguments
data set
start
finish
thres
new_file
Name of data set; character string
Extension of first FITS data file to be read; integer
Extension of last FITS data file to be read; integer
Threshold value for data filtering; same type as data volume
Name of file for filtered data; character string
Mutually ExclusiveKey-wordArguments
high
low
Specifies values higher than thres to be filtered out of data; flag
Specifies values lower than thres to be filtered out of data; flag
4.2. Description
The argument dataset, start, andfinish are identical to those in the routinefits_slicer.
Arguments high and low axe mutually exclusive; that is, either one or the other of them is speci-
fied, but not both. These flags determine how the data is filtered. If the user specifies/high, then
values higher than the given threshold value are filtered from the data. Similarly, ff/low is speci-
fied, values lower than the threshold are filtered. The argument thres is the threshold value. All
values filtered out of the volume axe replaced by thres in the resulting data array.
Once the data is loaded into a single three-dimensional array and is filtered, the resulting data vol-
ume is written to the file specified by new_file.
Using the sample data set from Section 3.1, consider the following example. If values above 2.1
were to be filtered out of the data and the resulting data volume were to be written to the file
myfile.dat, then the user would enter
IDL> fits_filter, '/images/L1551/12co', 1, 25, 2.1, 'myfile.dat',/high
5. Quantifying FITS Objects
Displaying an isosurface from a three-dimensional data volume can provide information about the
behavior or structure of a system, but often a more quantified approach is necessary. For this pur-
pose, the roudnefits_objects was created. This routine sums the values inside each individual
object defined by an isosurface.
5.1. Interface
fits__objects, data__set,start, finish, thres, x = [x 1, x21, y = [Yl, Y21, low = low, tu'gh = high
PositionalArguments
data set
start
finish
thres
Name of data set; character string
Extension of first FIrS data file to be read; integer
Extension of last FITS data file to be read; integer
Bounding value for data objects; same type as data volume
Required Mutually Exclusive Keyword Arguments
/OW
high
Specifies that objects are defined as those structures
bounded by and enclosing values lower than thres; flag
Specifies that objects are defined as those structures
bounded by and enclosing values higher than thres; flag
OptionalKeyword Arguments
X
Y
Computational window for data in first dimension; integer vector
Computational window for data in second dimension; integer vector
5.2. Description
When an isosurface is rendered, the structures that are displayed are those bounded by a threshold
value and containing values either higher or lower than that value. The roufmefitsobjects is used
to add up the values inside each of these structures.
The arguments data_set, start, and finish are the same as those in the routines.fits_slicer andfits_-
.filter. The argument thres is of the same data type as that of the three-dimensional data volume
and specifies the bounding value for the data objects in the same way a threshold value is given
for isosurfaces. Either values above or below this value will be contained in the data objects,
depending on whether/high or/low is specified.
Domain windowing may be done using the arguments x and y. These arguments are identical to
those in fits._slicer.
As an example, suppose the following was entered:
IDL> fits_slicer, 'hmages/L155U12co', 1, 25
Notice that variables x and y were not specified, so the entire data volume will be used in the
extended slicer.
Using the Isosurface option in the slicer, the user then obtained the isosurface shown in Figure 7.
This isosurface encloses values higher than 2.0. Notice that two distinct objects are revealed: a
large structure and a much smaller one. If the user entered
IDL> fits_objects, '/images/L1551/12co', 1, 25, 2.0,/high
the output shown in Figure 8 would be displayed. In this figure, three objects were identified, but
one of these contained a single value within the data volume. The other two objects are those dis-
played in Figure 7, but revealed in a quantified format.
Figure 7. Graphical Representation of L1551 Isosurface Enclosing Values Greater Than 2.0
Objects enclosing values higher than 2.00000
Object 1: 45004.1
Object 2:2.00966
Object 3:46.4203
Total number of objects: 3
Total sum for all objects: 45052.5
Figure 8.QuantifiedRepresentationofL1551 Isosurface EnclosingValuesGrea_r Than 2.0
6. Conclusion
_, conclusion, it is the hope of everyone involved in the development of these tools that they
become quite useful in the analysis of astrophysical data sets as well as other types of three-
dimensional data. Experience has shown that experimentation with these tools is the best way to
reveal their usefulness. Play a little while and see what is discovered.
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1
1 Introduction
This work has been motivated by a lack of commonly available, low cost
and effective user-interfaces for three-dlmensional interaction, especially the
manipulation of large volumetric data-sets. Workstations which allow fast
access to three dimensional graphics have become increasingly common and
are being used for a wide variety of tasks, from solid modeling to med-
ical imaging to animation [1]. However, while the hardware has become
increasingly sophisticated, the user-interface has generally retained its two-
dimensional heritage -- a number of commercial programs are available
which provide very advanced methods of visualizing data but restrict the
user to interacting with the data in only certain fixed ways, which are ulti-
mately unintultlve.
Although high-end research institutions have been working for a long
time on problems of user-interface design for three-dimensions, the state-
of-the-art interfaces have been custom-designed for certain applications and
are also very expensive. However, this is starting to change -- sophisticated
three-dimensional user-interface hardware is coming into a price range that
is affordable by the average user.
With this work we hope to highlight some of the problems with current
implementations, look at a number of state-of-the-art hardware and software
solutions and attempt to point out some of the promising new tools and
paradigms. This may then be resolved into a system that provides a better
cost/performance ratio. Of course, the measurement of "performance" needs
to be defined in terms of some explicit criteria.
2 Defining the Problem
Experience with some of the commonly available visualization tools shows
areas of deficiency that could be improved. Below, we describe some of these
deficiencies.
IDL Slicer. IDL isa popular interactivelanguage forvisualdata analy-
sis.The IDL system alsoprovidessome built-intoolsforthree-dlmensional
visualization.One of thesetoolsthatwe frequentlyuse isthe data slicer.
The data slicerallowsone to visuallyexamine volumetricdata ina vari-
etyofways [2].The data can be examined inany orthogonalplane.Further-
more, a subsectionor "sub-cube" can be selectedand examined. A simple
three-buttonmouse isused to interactwith the slicer.
The interfaceforselectingthe sub-cube,whiletechnicallycompetent, is
cumbersome tousebecauseitisdlf_cultfortheusertomanipulatethe cursor
in three dimensions - the visualcuesare not very strong.Furthermore,it
isdif[icultto selectand pinpointthe exact areathat one wants to examine
because of the u_n-intuitives lectionmethod.
AVS Geometry Viewer. Another verypowerfultoolthatwe have been
usingisthe ApplicationVisualizationSystem (AVS). The Geometry Viewer
allowsrotationand translationof objectsin an arbitrarymanner, using a
combination of mouse and keyboard keys. While thisisan excellenttoolfor
the most part,we have found that when precisepositioningofcomplicated
three-dimensionalobjectsisneeded, the rotationand translationmethods
become very difficultto use.For example, on one occasionittook upwards
of twenty minutes topreciselypositiontwo six-atom moleculesusing the
mouse controls.
While itispossibletouse a Spaceballthree-dimensionalinputdeviceto
interactwith AVS [3],thereisanecdotalevidencez that suggeststhat the
precisepositioningand rotationstillremains a cumbersome process.Part
of the problem stems from the factthat the displayismonoscopic.
Itisclearthat theseuser-interfaced ficienciesaredirectlyrelatedto the use
of two-dimensionalinput and outputdevices,and can be grouped intothree
differentareas:
• Positioning. This means that itisdifficultto preciselypositionan
objectin 3D space. The main reason isthe difficultyof accurately
perceivingwhere in space the cursoractuallyis.
• Rotation. Using mouse and keyboard areastointeractwith an object
iscumbersome and not intuitive.Furthermore, itforcesthe user to
remember complex mouse and keyboard sequences.
I Replies received from queries posted on Usenet alt.Jd newsgroup.
• Selection. Selecting an area of the 3D space to examine further is
probably the most difficult of all, since it requires both accurate posl-
tioning and complicated selection commands to remember. Moreover,
the depth cues are not sophisticated enough to sustain accurate posi-
tioning.
We need to look at ways to ellrrKnateor minimize the deficiencies.New
user-interfacehardware thatiseffectiveand affordableisbecoming increas-
inglycommon, and thereisalsocontinuingresearchinnew softwareparadigms
for user-interfaces.
3 State-of-the-Art Interfaces
Cutting-edgeresearchin user-interfacedesignseems to have a number of
thingsin common. Firstly,the user-lnterfaceisusuallycustom-designedfor
a specificapplication.Secondly the main component is designed to take
advantage of a very specifictechnologicalbreak-through -- for example,
holography.And thirdly,the costofsuch a system isquitehigh sincemost
of the technologyisnot off-the-shelf.
The followingsubsectionsdescribesome important researchcontribu-
tionsin threeseparateareasofuser-interfacedesign.
3.1 Input Devices
A three-dimensionalinput deviceisa six-degree-of-freedomdevicethat can
sense positionas wellas orientation.Usuallyone needs specialhardware to
trackthe positionofthe user'sphysicalcursor(suchasthe hand ora stylus).
The most commonly used trackingdeviceismanufactured by Polhemus and
uses a magnetic fieldto locatethe sensor.
The Bat. The "Bat" is a tool designed by Colin Ware and Danny Jessome
at the University of New Brunswick [4]. It is basically a three-dimensional
mouse, constructed using a Polhemus device. The mouse is actually a sensor
that senses a signal output from a fixed source. A controller measures the
position of the sensor and communicates with a host computer.
The effectiveness of the bat as an input device was tested using 3D
placement as the primary operation. Two important factors that play a role
in accurate operation were found to be kinetic depth (ie, a feeling of 3D
when object is moved) and a simple protocol.
3-Draw. 3-Draw isa toolfordesigningthree-dlmensionalfigures,specif-
icallyfor CAD. It was constructedas part of a researchprojectat MIT
[5].It uses two six-degree-of-freedomsensors,both of which are part of a
Polhemus 3Space Tracker.One sensorisattached to a plateand isheld in
one hand, while the other isattachedto a stylusand isheld in the other
hand. Using two sensorsallowsthe userto use one of them tofunctionas a
plane in the virtualworld,whilethe otherisused to draw three-dimensional
pointsrelativeto the plane.Softwarewas writtenthatinteractivelyreflects
the positionofboth the sensorsas wellas the plottedpoints.
The effectivenessofthe toolwas measured by making CAD drawings.It
was found thatworking directlyin threedimensions was much more faster
and natural.
3.2 Output Devices
Some of the problems with having a 2D input device can be alleviated by
using a three-dimensional output device. Research has indicated that for
simple tasks such as positioning an object with a mouse, a stereoscopic
display cuts down on the time needed for accurate positioning of the object
[6]. It is not unreasonable to extend this thesis by claiming that in general
for these kinds of tasks any 3D output device can make it easier to interact
with a data-set. More research is needed, however, to ascertain exactly what
the benefits are for various devices.
We discuss two state-of-the-art output methods below.
Stereoscopic Monitors. Stereomonitors allow the user to observe a
scene inthreedimensions.They work by transmittingtwo differentimages,
one to each eye.This parallaxleadsto a 3D effect.
There are many differentways that monitors send differentimages to
each eye. Some monitors use specialshutteredglasseswhich automatically
keep in sync with the picturebeing transmitted-- while the sceneforone
eye isbeing displayedthe shuttersfor the other eye are closed,and vice
versa. Monitors made by Stereographicsuse thistype of technology [7].
Other monitors place the shutteringmechanism directlyon the monitor,
and requirethe user to wear simplepassivepolarizedglasses-- monitors
made by Tektronixfallintothiscategory.2
2One testament of the usabilityof stereoscopicdisplaysis that they are starting to be
used in comrnezclal ventures. For example, Vexcel Corp. in Boulder currently uses the
_extronix stereograpl_c system, along with a mouse and a cUalbox for input, to create
The most recentresearchhas resultedinauto-stereoscopicdisplaysthat
do not requirethe user to wear any kind of glasses.Three such displays
are currentlyavailable,with more models being in the researchstages.The
most promising of theseisa model developedby Dimension Technologies,
Inc. which uses a vibratingmirrorto projectvariouscross-sectionsof the
two-dimensionalimage onto 3D space.Both monochrome and colorversions
are available,with a resolutionof 320x480 pixelsin 16 gray-shadesor 32
COlOrS.
Holography. While stillin mostly the researchstate,holography offers
another method of three-dlmensionalvision,includinga "walk-around" ef-
fectthrough a number ofdegrees.Holograms arebased on use oflaserlight,
but thereare a number ofways to reproduce a holographicimage [8].The
most common method isfilmbased [9],but ithas seriouslimitations.An-
othermethod, which isbeing researchedby engineersat Texas Instruments,
isbased on the projectionoflaserlightontoa spinninghelicalsurfacewhich
isenclosedin a dome-likestructure.Finally,researchersat M'IT have been
working on generatingholographicimages using computer-controlledgen-
erationof llght-patternswhich are focusedby opticsto generatereal-time
holographic images m thisprocessiscalledholovideo.These holograms
however requireenormous computing power and storage,and are stillim-
ited by a viewing angle of only 15 degrees.However, recentlythere have
been some breakthroughs which have decreasedthe storageand computa-
tionneeds whileincreasingthe viewing angle[10].
3.3 Virtual Reality
VirtualRealitycombines both three-dimensionalinput and output devices
to provide a complete virtualenvironment forthe userto manipulate. The
main advantage of virtualrealityisthat the useriscompletely "enclosed"
by the virtualenvironment and can interactwith it using normal body
movements. The main disadvantageofvirtualrealityisthe difficultyofcom-
pletelysimulatingthe environment -- therearemany restrictions.However,
as we shallsee,virtualrealityinterfacesarebeingused and offermuch poten-
tim forsolvingmany of the problems associatedwith positioning,rotation
and selectionofdata.
three-dimensional surface maps from sateRitedata. The quality of the three-dlmenslonal
images isvery good - when correctlycalibratedthe images appear solidand flicker-free.
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Two different approaches to a virtual reality environment are described
below.
Virtual Wind Tunnel. In [11]researchersdescribehow they have devel-
oped a virtualrealityenvironment to visualizeand interactwith unsteady
flowsimulations.The system consistsofa stereohead-trackeddisplaywhich
isworn on the user'shead using a "boom" device.The boom ismanufac-
tured by Fake Space Labs, and allowsforthe mounting of "two CRTs on
a counter-weighedyoke attachedthrough sixjointsto a base". The large
degrees-of-freedomallow for comfortablemovement for the users (within
a limitedspatialboundary) and the exact positionand orientationof the
user'shead istransmittedby the boom directlyto the host computer using
a serial port.
In addition,the userinteractsdirectlywith the environment by using a
VPL dataglove,which usesthe Polhemus 3Space Trackerto determine the
postionand orientationofthe hand, and fiberopticsensorsto determine the
flexingof the fingerjoints.
The entirehardware isattached to a SiliconGraphics Iris380 VGX
workstationwith eightprocessorsand a ratingof 200 VAX MIPS. All the
computation and renderingisdone in real-timeusing thismachine.
The user can interactwith the simulationin a number of ways. The
co-ordlnatesystem for the data can be transformedby the userby simply
making a fistand gesturing.Also,"rakes"and "seed points"can be placed
by simply pickingthem up and dra_g them as one would normally do
with a realobject.
Using thissetupitwas found tobe veryeasytoexperiment with various
factorsin the simulationD the user obtained an intuitiveunderstanding
of the flowfield.The researchersfound the interactionmethod to be very
satisfactory.
VR on Five Dollars a Day. Randy Pausch at the Universityof Vir-
ginia has developed an experimentalvirtual-realitysetup for researchin
devices to help severelydisabledchildren[12].His system consistsof a
386-based IBM PC, a Polhemus 3Space Isotrak,two LCD displays,and a
Mattel Powerglove. The software,includingrenderinglibraries,has been
custom-developed. This entiresystem costsaround $5000.
Use of thissystem has outlinedseveralcriteriafor virtual-realityuser
interfaces.Firstly,the time-lagforthe head-trackerisvery important and
shouldbe minimized. Secondly,whilea stereoscopicdisplayisnot essential,
a referenceplane is.Also,some kind ofmethod isneeded to allowthe user
to escape the spatialconstraints-- forexample a "vehicle"which can be
moved ratherthan the user.
4 Software Research
The softwareinterfacealsoplaysa largeroleindealingwith three-dimensional
data. An interfacemight have the besthardware,but ifthe softwareisnot
friendlyand intuitivethe overallfunctionalitywillbe diminished and the
system willbe dif[icultto use.
Researchershave been approaching the problem of creatinga better
softwareinterfacefrom variousdirections.Some of these approaches are
describedbelow.
2D Direct Manipulation. The Human InterfaceGroup at Apple Com-
puter,Inc.have designedand experimentedwith a system formoving solid-
modeled three-dimensionalobjectsusinga monoscopic displayand a single-
button mouse [13].From the very start,considerationwas given to using
the correctmetaphors - forexample, sincepeoplemove thingsusinghands,
an iconofa hand was used as a cursor.Furthermore,whileperforming dif-
ferenttasks,the iconwas changed toreflecthe physicalaspectofthe task,
for example, pushing, liftingor rotating.However itwas found thatusers
were stillconfusedabout actualdirectionsand rangesofmovement, and also
about the positionofthe "hot-spots".To resolvetheseproblems, bounding
boxes and "narrative"handleswere used to furtherclarifythe interface.
VPL System Interface. An experimental system by VPL was evalu-
ated for the task of visualizing and interacting with data consisting of the
neuroanatomical structure of the human brain [14]. 3 While the researchers
found this VR system to be "by fax the best and easiest" method of interact-
ing with the data, they did acknowledge some problems with the interface.
Some of the problems were associated with the nature of the hardware, for
example, limited scope of movement, problem with tripping over cords, slow
update rates, etc. In terms of the software interface, the "flying" function
_VPL also sells a similar commercial system, and has since announced a much lower-
cost product with even better performance. However, at even the amaling price of $58,000,
only large R&D institutions can afford to purch_e it.
provided by the softwarewas found to be difBculto use due to the inability
to controlmany aspectsofthe speed ofmovement. Also,itdid provide the
actualexperiencethat one would associatewith "flying".4 The researchers
suggest that a bettermetaphor for a virtualrealityinterfacemight be a
"pushlpulP' interfacewhere userscould in-effectdirectlyinteractwith the
data. Another problem they found was theinabilityto "fly"inone direction
while lookingin another direction.This abilitycouldprovidea veryunique
method of visualizationifitwas available.Finally,the use of visualcues
to warn the user when attempting to move out ofthe range of the tracking
deviceswas alsosuggested.
Other Research. Simply modifying the softwareinterfaceto minimize
the kinds of problems discussedabove couldhave a significantimpact on
itsusability.For example, a techniquefor rapid controlledmovement is
suggested in [151,which could solvethe problem with "flying"that was
encountere_lwith the VPL interface.Use offorce-senslngand force-feedback
devicescould provide a betterinterfacefor taskssuch as the handling of
virtualobjects[16].And use ofneural-netscouldallowfora largelibraryof
gesturesthat could be customizedforindividualusers[17],
5 Criteria for a New Interface
It isclearthat the use of three-dimensionalinput and output devices,used
both separatelyand together,providea distinctadvantageovertwo-dimensional
interfaces.Itshouldbe possibletopreservethisadvantage whiledeveloping
a three-dimensionalinterfacethatwould be low-costand easilyavailable.
By studying the researchresultsobtained we get an idea of what an
interfacefor three-dimensionalmanipulation should be. We have seen a
number of interfacesthathave been optimizedfora particulartask.In our
own problem definition,we are interestedin the use of a three-dlmensional
cursorwhich can be used to place,rotateand selectthe data-set.There
does not seem to be any reasonwhy itwould not be possibleto develop a
generalinterfacethatwould be usablefora varietyoftaskswhileproviding
excellentperformance forour primary problem.
4AlthoughRandy Pausch'systemusesa similarmetaphor,he doesnotspecifically
mentiontheseproblems.However,he usesthe"vehicle"metaphortocircumventhe
limitedranKeofphysicalmovementavailable.
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Is virtual reality the ultimate interface? Perhaps_ although a totally
usable virtual reality interface cannot be expected in the near future. It
seems that we might be better offldentifying the basic advantages of a virtual
reality interface and using low-cost and easily available hardware to simulate
those advantages. For example, use of a glove to "grab" and interact with
data on a normal monoscopic display would be much preferable to simply
using the mouse -- it would not matter too much that the user was not
actually "enclosed" by a virtual reality.
In order to test the effectiveness of the interface we would like to use
criteria similar to that used by McWhorter, et al. The primary quantitative
criteria would be the time and accuracy in positioning, rotating and select-
ing an area of the data-set. A secondary qualitative criteria would be the
elegance, intuitiveness and usability of the software paradigm.
6 Commonly Available Hardware
User-interfacehardware is now becoming availableat a much lower cost
than the hlgh-end hardware beingused in state-of-the-artesearchprojects.
Off-the-shelfcomponents that can be used without a lot of custom design
work are describedbelow. We willnot describeany high-end components,
for example thosethat have alreadybeen describedin the previoussections
these are too expensivefor normal use. For example, the Polhemus
Tracker costsabout $12,000,the BOOM devicecostsabout $27,000and the
Tektronixstereodisplaycostsabout $8000.The deviceswe selectbelow are
availableat a costof $1500 or less.
Input Devices
SpaceBall 2003. The SpaceBaU is a "three-dlmensional" input de-
vice. It is similar to a trackball, but does not move -- the device
senses the actual force exerted by the user and also the direction of
the force, which allows the software to move or rotate objects in three
dimensions. It is available from Spaceball Technologies and works with
a large number of platforms, including Silicon Graphics and Dec. The
approximate cost is $1500.00
Logitech 3D Mouse. This is a six-degree-of-freedom sensor that is
available for a number of platforms including the IBM PC and Silicon
Graphics. Since it is serial-port based, it is easy to interface it to
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other platforms,although the driversoftwareneeds to be written.It
can be used as a normal mouse or as a six-degree-of-freedomthree-
dimensionalsensor.The costis$1000.
Gyropoint 6D Mouse. The GyroPolnt is a three-dimensional mouse
that uses gyroscopes and an optical-sensing interface to provide six-
degrees-of-freedom. It has been announced with a projected release
date of first quarter of 1993, and a price of $1000 for the developer
version. Versions will be provided for both IBM PCs and Apple Mac-
intosh.
Output Devices
3DTV Stereoscope. The Stereoscope hardware consists of a hard-
ware card and a pair of LCD shutter glasses for about $450. A software
development kit is available for $350. For use in a virtual-reallty envi-
ronment these are also available with Headband, Eyeglass or Wireless
models.
Haitex X-Specs. These are manufactured by Haitex Resources, and
sell for about $80. Using these LCD glasses and the proper software
gives a stereoscopic display of computer-generated graphics. A generic
interface is provided which can be used with a variety of platforms like
the IBM PC or the Macintosh.
Sega 3D Glasses. This isa discontinuedbut widely availableitem,
availableforlessthan $100. These providesimplestereoscopicdisplay
using any monitor. They are based on the shutterconcept. Public
domain serial-portinterfacecircuitsare available,as well as driver
and user-interfacesoftwarefor the IBM PC, although they can be
connected to prettymuch any platformusing the serialport.
6.3 Virtual Reality Hardware
Mattel Powerglove. The Powerglove was originallymanufactured
forthe Nintendo and althoughdiscontinued,isstillwidelyavailable.It
usesaudio sensorstodeterminethepositionofthehand and theflexing
of the fingerjoints.Interfacesare availableforthe IBM PC and the
Macintosh computers. The costforthe gloveistypicallylessthan $50,
and the interfacesrangefrom public-domaincircuitstoan interfacefor
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the Apple Macintosh from TransInfmity (for $160). Abrams/Gentile
Entertainment (AGE) also sell a serial interface that can be used on
any platform with a serial port (for $200).
The Private Eye. Reflection Technologies manufactures a head-
mounted display device that can be used for virtual reality. The dis-
play is monoscopic and uses a spinning mirror to provide a resolution
of 720x280. Cost is about $400.
6.4 Miscellaneous
Force Sensors. Interlink sells force sensors called Force Sensing Re-
sistors which transduce force into resistance. The force sensing pads
are available for a few dollars for small ones, and about $50 for the
large ones.
Stereo Sound. Focal Point is a system for the Macintosh that can
produce directional stereo (ie, binaural) sound. The complete package,
with all the software and hardware needed costs about $1290.
Programmable Tactile Array. The TiNi Alloy Company devel-
ops these for use in machlne-human interfaces. Feedback is provided
using mechanical simulation. A fully working demonstration package
is available from Mondo-tronics for $149, and includes a single tac-
tor (which can be mounted in a glove, for example), control box and
software for the IBM PC. The interface is through a serial port.
7 Proposed Research
We would liketo experiment with both hardware and softwareparadigms.
In the best situation,we would developa hardware user-interfaceusing off-
the-shelfcomponents and experiment with variousinteractionmethods for
that specificinterface.The qualityof the interfacewould be judged using
our criteriabove.
7.1 Accessible Hardware
Access to the followingthree-dimensionalhardware isavailable:
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Mattel Powerglove. The TransInfinlty glove interface is used to
connect it to a Macintosh. Demo software provided with the interface
allows a user to move a virtual hand on the screen.
• Logitech 3D mouse. This is interfaced using the serial port. Demo
software and drivers are available for the IBM PC and the Silicon
Graphics workstations.
• Citizen M329 LCD Monitors. Two of these are available. Nor-
real video and graphics can be output to these using the RasterOps
graphics card for the Macintosh. These could be used to provide a
stereoscopic display.
The total cost of the hardware is well under $3000.
7.2 Work in Progress
It was found that the resolution of the Powerglove was not sufficient to
provide a good interface for fLue interaction with a data set.
Therefore as part of this research effort the Logitech mouse was inter-
faced to an available Decstation and the software drivers were ported to it.
Then some basic three-dimensional library routines were written. Finally,
using the drivers and the three-dimensional library a rudimentary program
was written that allows use of the mouse to position an object in space. The
resolution was found to be sufficient, albeit a little low. However, the ease
of positioning the dataset is unrivaled.
The next stage of work would involve writing a better interface, using
some of the techniques that have already been found to be effective by other
researchers.Sincewe alsohave accesstoa SiliconGraphicsIndigo,itmight
be possibleto use the GL libraryto providethe 3D graphics,which would
provide much betterperformance.
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8 APPENDIX A: Hardware Manufacturers
3DTV Corp.
P.o. Box Q
San Rafael, CA 94913-4316
Voice: (415) 479-3516
FAX: (415) 479-3316
Abrams/Gentile Entertainment, Inc.
244 Wes_ 84th Street, 9th Floor
New York, NY, 10019
Voice: (212) 757-0700
D_ension Technologies, Inc.
Rochester, New York.
Fake Space Labs
935 Hamilton Avenue
Menlo Park, CA 94025
Voice: (415) 688-1940
FAX: (415) 688-1949
Focal Point
318 W. Galer Street
Seattle, WA 98119
Voice: (206) 286-8922
Haitex Resources
P.O. Box20609
Charleston, SC 29413-0609
Voice: (803) 881-7518
Interlink Electronics
P.O. Box 40760
Santa Barbara, CA 93103
Voice: (805) 684-2100
FAX: (806) 684-8282
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Mondo-Tronics
2476 Verna Court
San Leandro, CA 94877
Voice: (810) 351-5930
FAX: (510) 351-6988
Polhemus, Inc.
P.O. Box 560
1 Hercules Drive
Colchester, VT 05546
Voice: (802) 655-3159
FAX: (802) 655-1439
Reflection Technology
240 Bear Hill Road
Waltham, HA 02154
Voice: (617) 890-8905
FAX: (617) 890-5918
Sega America
3375 Arden Rd.
Hayward, CA 94848
Voice: (800) USA-SEGA
Spaceball Technologies
600 Suffolk Street
Lowell, MA 01854
Voice: (808)970-0330
FAX: (508)970-0199
TiNi Alloy Company
1621 Neptune Drive
San Leandro, CA 94577
Transfinite Systems Company, Inc.
Post Office Box N
NIT Branch Post Office
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139-0903
Voice: (617) 969-9570
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/
/
/
VPL Research Inc.
950 Tower Lane
14th Floor
Foster City, CA 94404
Voice: (415) 312-0200
FAX: (415) 361-1845 (7)
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